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they simulate the model to compare the dynamic effects temporary, they cause a surplus.
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I.INTRODUCTION

A bewildering variety of macroeconomic tools is available today tO macroeconomic policy makers
and analysts. The model developed here forms part of a small but growing sub-family of macroeconomic
frameworks which, while firmly based on microanalytic foundations, introduce critical real-world features
- such as short-run wage rigidities and liquidity constraints - which generate persistent deviations from
the frictionless full-employment outcome of the unconstrained neoclassical paradigm. The dynamic
general equilibrium model developed here nests as special cases the classical and Keynesian benchmarks,
and assumes rational-expectation formation. Hence short-term equilibria depend on current and
anticipated future trajectories of policy and external variables.

Forward-looking behavior based on microanalytical foundations is a feature that this paper shares
with an increasing number of recent models applied to open-economy issues such as oil shocks, interest
rate changes or policy coordination in multi-country frameworks (Sachs, 1983; Giavazzi etal.. 1982;
Lipton and Sachs, 1983; Bruno and Sachs, 1985; McKibbin and Sachs, 1989; McKibbin and Sundberg,
1990; McKibbin and Wilcoxen, 1992). Nesting of classical and Keynesian ben;hmarks characterizes also
the model by McKibbin and Sachs (1989), although they do not discuss its implications for the response
of the economy to shocks. This paper extends previous work in four dimensions. First it extends the
analytical structure by incorporating simultaneously several realistic features that are relevant for most
open economies: nominal wage rigidity, import content of capital goods, foreign holdings of domestic
equity, public investment and monetary finance of budget deficits.' Second, it explores in some detail
the short- and long-term consequences of liquidity constraints affecting private consumption and
investment behavior. Third, the paper compares the differential effects of external shocks in neoclassical
and Keynesian benchmark economies, for both permanent/transitory and anticip anticiped
disturbances. Finally, the simulations are performed by solving the full non-linear model, in contrast
with the conventional procedure that uses a linear approximation, whose accuracy can be highly unreliable
when simulating large shocks.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 spells out the model structure, which is based on
the distinction of the domestic pnvate sector (households and firms), the consolidated public sector, and
the external sector. The private secor comprises one group of intertemporally-opiimizing agents with
another of liquidity-constrained (or myopic) agents. The domestic economy produces one single good,
while the rest of the world produces both an intermediat input and a final good; the three goods are
imperfect substitutes. The asset menu distinguishes between foreign and domestic bonds, domestic equity,
and domestic money. Asset markets, as well as the domestic goods market, are assumed to clear
instantly. In contrast, the labor market can display real and/or nominal wage inertia, giving rise to
persistent deviations from fiull employment.

Section 3 describes the steady state and the stability properties of the economy. The dynamics of
the model are characterized by the combination of backward-looking dynamic equations describing the
time paths of predetermined variables (asset stocks, as well as the real wage), and forward-looking
equations describing the trajectory of asset prices. The model displays hysteresis and thus its steady state
is path-dependent: it is affected by the initial conditions and the entire adjustment path followed by the
economy in response to a shock. Transitory disturbances can therefore have permanent effec, whose

Three of thse features (wage ngidity, import content of capital goods, and forign holdings of domestc equity) are
considered in different forms by previous models, in partcular McK;bbin and Sachs (1989). Explicit inclusion of public
invesment and monetary finance of budget deficits are novel featr of dhis framework.
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magnitude depends on key parameters determining the speed of adjustment of the system. The numerical
solution of the model poses a two-point boundary-value problem.

Section 4 presents simulation results for three external shocks: a unilateral foreign transfer, a rise
in the external terms of trade brought about by a decline in the world price of an intermediate input (say
an oil price windfall in the case of an oil-importing economy), and a decrease in the foreign real interest
rate. The section discusses and compares the effects of the three shock classes on the dynamic pattern
of the main endogenous variables, for different combinations of structural benchmarks (Neoclassical,
liquidity constraints with full employment, and liquidity constraints with unemployment) and shock types
(permanent, transitory unanticipated and transitory anticipated). Section 5 closes the paper with some
concluding remarks.

2. THE MODEL

The domestic economy produces one single final good, which can be used for consumption and
investment at home, or sold abroad. This good is an imperfect substitute for the foreign final good, and
its production requires the use of an imported intermediate input

Domestic private agents hold four assets: money, domestic debt issued by the consolidated public
sector (i.e., the govemment plus the central bank), foreign assets, and equity claims on the domestic
capital stock. Money allows for inflationary finance of budget deficits. There are no restrictions to
capital mobility and in the absence of risk and uncertainty, all non-monetary assets are assumed to be
perfect substitutes. Hence anticipated asset returns satisfy the corresponding uncovered parity conditions.
Foreigners hold domestic equity but not domestic public debt. Fmally, the public sector also holds foreign
assets.2

Both goods and asset markets clear continuously. Equality between demand and supply of the
domestic goods determines the real exchange rate. Under a flexible nominal exchange rate regime, money
market equilibrium with an exogenously set money supply determines the nominal exchange rate. In
contrast, the labor market may not clear instantaneously due to real and/or nominal wage rigidity. Wages
are indexed to current and past consumer price inflation, and rea slowly to deviations from full
employment.

The dynamics of the model arise from two basic sources: the accumulation of assets/liabilities,
dictated by stock-flow consistency of the sectoral budget constraints, and the forward-looking behavior
of private agents. Expectations are formed rationally, which in this context of certainty amounts to perfect
foresight. Thus, anticipated and realized values of the variables can only differ at the time of unexpected
shocks or due to the arrival of new information about the future paths of exogenous variables.

Behavioral rules combine explicitly two benchmark specifications: the neoclassical case of
unconstrained, intertemporally-optimizing firms and consumers, along with labor market clearing, and
the Keynesian case of liquidity-constained firms and households, along widt wage inflexibility?
Following the standard theory of investment under convex adjustment costs (Lucas, 1967, Treadway,

2 Foreign assets held by dte domestic private and public sectors amr net assets (equal to gross foregn reserves plus odLer
gross foreip assets less gross foreign liabilities) and dierefore can have eidLer sign

3 Export demand and wage setting are the only behavioral equalions in the mwde that do not follow (explicitly or
implcidy) f first principles.
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1969), unconstrained firms maximize their market value and link their investment decisions to Tobin's
q (Tobin, 1969), i.e., the present value of the additional profits associated with the marginal unit of
capital relative to its insallation cost (Hayashi, 1982). Unconstrained consumers gear consumption to
their permanent income, as derived from intertemporal utility maximization along Ramsey-type behavior
(Ramsey, 1928). In contrast, constrained firms (consumers) gear their investment (consumption)
expenditure to their current profits (disposable income).

Technology and preferences are kept as simple as possible - mostly by assuming unit elasticities
of substitution. Two-stage budgeting in consumption and investment allows separation between the
determination of expenditure and its allocation to domestic and foreign goods (thus avoiding the use of
ad-hoc import fanctions). Harrod-neutral technical progress ensures the existence of steady-state growth,
at a level given by the sum of the rates of technical progress and population growth.

The model's detailed structure is introduced next, swting with sector flow budget constraints and
market equilibrium conditions. Behavioral equations for firms, consumers, the public sector, and the
external sector follow. Variable notation and definitions are summarized in table 1; all prices are defined
relative to the price of the domestic good or to the foreign price level. All stock and flow variables other
than prices and interest rates are scaled to the labor force in efficiency units.t The model is written in
continuous time. Dots over variables denote right-hand time derivatives.

2.1 Budcet Constraints

There are three basic agents in the model: the consolidated public sector, the domestic private
sector, and the extenal sector. The first lumps the non-financial and financial (central bank) public
sector together, the second aggregates private firms and consumers, and the third adds foreign investors,
creditors, and trade partners. While some fiuther disaggregation between firms and consumers is implicit
below, we do not need it at this stage.

Walras' law makes one of the three sectoral budget constraints redundant when it is combined
with goods and assets markets clearing. Hence we present the three budget constraints below only for
expositional convenience. They are written equatng above-the-line current account surpluses with below-
the-line increases in net real asset holdings per effective labor force unit. Therefore above-the-line interest
flows are adjusted for the changes in real asset holdings per effective labor unit due to growth in effective
labor (g) and inflation.

4 Labor tom in efficiency unks iLs equal to the actual labor face augmeted by Harrd-neutra technical progsa (see
table 1).
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TABLE 1: NOTATION AND DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

1. Labor and Employment

L Abslut employment
LF - LFo cxp(pg t) Absolute labor force
LFo Base-eriod absolute labor force
N - L exp(Qg t) Absolute employment in efficiency units
NF - LF exp(tg t) = eF0 exp(g t) Absolute labor force in efficiency units
pg Population growth rate
tg Harrod-neaml technical progress rat
g = pg + tg Growth raze of absolute labor force in efficiency units
I Time index
1 LLF = N/NF Employment (relative to labor force)
Id Labor demand (relatvc to labor force)

2. General Not;aon

All stock and flow variables other dn intrest razes are defined i real tems and in efficiency labor force umts.
Cnrrentpice domestic (externl) income and ransfer flows and prices are deflated by tde price of the domestic good (external
price deflaor). All stock and flow variables other than prices and inteest razes ar defined in terms of units of effective labor
force. Domestc (exta)rave prices are m suredin ral domestic (extnl) curreny yunits. A dotovera variable denotes
its right-and tim derivative.

3. hIcome, Transfer and Capital Flows

Domcstic
d Dividends paid

op Opeational profits
td Taxes
yd Prvate disposable income
prem Profit remittances abroad

Exemnl:
kg Foreign wansfers to toe public sectr
flip Foreign tnasfers to the private sector

yf Foreign income
dfi Direct foreign investmnt

4. Stocks

Domestic:
a Non-human wealth of the private sector
bg Domestic debt of the public sector
fe Stock of donmstic equity (shares in domestic firms) held by foreigrs
hb Domestic base money
hu Human wealth of the private sector
Ic Physical capital
pvig Present value of government investment subsidy
pvibb Present value of cost of holding money

Exrnal:

fbg Foreign assets held by the public s ctor
fbp Foreign assets held by the private sector
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TABLE 1 (Cont)

5. Goods Flows

y Gross output of final goods
cp Private aggregate consumption
cmp Private inported-goods consumnption
cup Private national-goods consumption
cog Publc national-goods consumWion
io Gross domestic investment
n Private national-goods investmn.rr

im Private imported-goods ;uvestu,it
ig Public investme subsidy
iac Investmnent adjustment costs
x Export
or Intermedite imnports

6. Various Rates

Domestic (External) Rates:
i (if) Nominal inerest rate on public debt (foreignae ies)

r Crt) Rel interest rate on pubfic debt (forip )
ifr (lf-) Ansticipted domestic (Extrnal) infIaon rate

mug Rate of growth of the nominal money stock

7. Goods Prices

Domestic (4ll relative to se price of the domestc final good):

PC Privat aggregate consumption deflor

Pi Aggregate investment deflaor

External (all rdative to the price of the foreign final good):

pc*P Private imported-goods consumption deflator

pim Imported-goods investment dflator
pmr Intermediate inports deflator
px Deflator of export-competing goods

8- Other Prices

Domestic Prices:
q Real quity price (Tobin's Q) in units of domestic output
v Real wage per effective labor unt
W Nominl wage per labor unit
PC Noninal private consumption deflator

Real Exchnge Rake:
e = (E PP Real exchange rate
E Nominal excbange rate
P Nominal pric of the domestic good
r NominaL external deflator (foreign pnce level)
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Public revenue includes conventional taxes, unrequited foreign transfers, growth-adjusted interest
earnings from public assets held abroad, and the return on base money. The latter equals the sum of the
inflation tax and the monetary revenue due to the growth of efficiency labor units. Public expenditure
includes public consumption, which is assumed to fall entirely on domestic goods, an investment subsidy
paid to domestic firns5, and interest paid on the outstanding stock of domestic public debt. Revenues
include direct taxes, interest on net foreign assets of the public sector, and the inflation tax. The resulting
adjusted operational surplus of the consolidated public sector finances acquisition of foreign assets and
retirement of base money and domestic debt:

[td + e ftrg - cug - pi ig] - (r-g) bg t (g +PIP) hb
(1)

+ e(rf - g)fbg = efbg - bg - hb

The external sector budget constraint - the balance of payments identity - reflects trade in
goods and non-factor services, unrequited transfer payments to both the public and private sectors, loans
from both domestic sectors, and foreign investment flows toward the private sector as well as profit
remittances from the latter. Therefore, the external adjusted current account surplus and its financing,
for convenience written in constant-price foreign currency units, is the following:

|e pcmpc3p -pimIM-pMrMr + ftg + ]

(2)

+ (rf-g) [fbp + fbg] - Xm = (fp + fbg) - dfi
e

The private sector budget constraint reflects the assumption that private firms do all production
and investment decisions, own the economy's entire capital stock, and benefit from a public investment
subsidy. Firm ownership is split between domestic consumers and foreigners. The consolidated domestic
private sector (firms and consumers) budget constraint is given by:

[y - pi inv - pi iac - e pmr mr + e ftrp - td + pi ig - pc cp]

(3) - (g+P/P)hb + (r-g)bg - prem + (rf-g) e fbp

- Ib + bg - e dfi + e fbp

Publicscor ownership of the capital stock could be mimicked by inwoducing a tax on profits prportional to the
cumulative volume of public investn. For simplicity, we do not pursue this option here. Also, we ar inplicidy
naming ta public investment is a perfect substitute for private investment.
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2.2 Market Equilibrium Conditions

Equilibrium conditions are specified for goods, asset, and labor markets. Continuous market
clearing at equilibrium prices and asset returns characterizes goods and asset markets, while sluggish
wage adjustment is observed, under the general case, in the labor market.

(ioods Markets

The single good produced domestically can be used for consumption and investment at home, or
sold abroad (thus there is no distinction between production for domestic and export markets). It is an
imperfect substitute for the foreign final good. However, the economy is small in its import markets by
assumption. Equilibrium in the market for domestic goods can be er-"ssed: 6

(4) y = cnp + cg + in + pi iac + x

Under continuous market clearing, this is an implicit equation for the real exchange rate.

Asset Markets

Asset market equilibrium conditions are specified for base money, domestic bonds, and equity
claims on the fixed capital stock They reflect three features: perfect capital mobility, exteal interest
rate determination in international markets (the small country assumption for financial markets), and
absence of uncertainty (no risk premia). Imperfect substittability between base money and other assets
is reflected by a conventional transactions-based demand for base money. In trn, domestic and foreign
bonds, as well as equity, are assumed perfect substitutes; hence their anticipated rates of return must be
equalized at each point in time.

Base money market equilibrium assumes a conventional Cagan-type money demand (Cagan,
1956):

(5) hb = k1 y+2 exp(403i)

where *C, ½2 Ž 0, 4)3 s 0.

6 Notice dtat gross output y diffirs from conventional national-accounts value added or GDP for two reasons: y is
defined as gross of tb_ value of intermediate imports (e pmr mr) and gross of the value of investment adjustment costs (pi
ia).

7 Moncy demand could be explicitly derivcd from first priniples by bringig money into dte utly fnctiion Sidrausky,
1967) or the producion function (Fischer, 1974), or by imposing a cash-in-advance namactions technology (Cower, 1967).
Eastey, Mauro amd Schmidt-HebbcL (1994) present a generlzed cash-in-advance anns technology (with iso-elastic
substittion of money and bonds) givMg nse to a variable elasticity of money demand vnth respect to inflstion, generalizing
the io-clastic Cagan forn In turn, equation (5) in the wa can be ngorously derived fomn a technology combining money
and productive inputs to produce final goods; consta remurns to scale would imply qt1 = 1.
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Arbitrage between domestic and foreign bonds leads to the uncovered interest parity condition:

e
(6) r = rf +

Similarly, arbitrage between equity and domestic public bonds is reflected by the following
market equilibrium condition for equity prices (Tobin's q):

m ~~~~dC7) q=r q-d

Finally, the nominal interest rate is defined by the standard Fisher equation:

(8) ii = r +
p

Labor Market

In the general case, wage rigidity (nominal and/or real) prevents the labor market from clearing
instantaneously. We follow the conventional assumption that employment is determined by labor demand:

(9) 1=ld

The labor market follows a wage-setting rule, which states that nominal wages are indexed to
current and lagged consumer price inflation (with weights 0 and 1-0, respectively) and also respond to
current labor market conditions (with an elasticity ca with regard to employment). Anticipating the
simulations, the nominal wage equation is written in discrete-time form:

W - exp(t PC tg I° PC 1) 8W

PC

whereto 0,0 9 < 1.

Using the relation between the nominal wage and the real (rroduct) wage per effective labor unit:

W = exp(tgt) v

we obtain, after some manipulations, the following real wage equation:
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(10) v ( PC H PC1 [ P-lP-l -1

This wage rule encompasses several interesting cases. First, when t tends to infinity, it collapses
into the neoclassical full-employment condition ( = 1). Second, for finite w andO = 1, it represents the
case of real wage resistance. In turn, with fnite co and 9 < 1, wages display nominal inertia. Finally,
ex-post inflation can be defined from the relaton between real and nominal balances per effective labor
unit:.

p hb-1 (l+nmg 1)

hb (1+g)

2.3 Firms

Technology is summarzed by a Cobb-Douglas production fimction for gross output with Harrod-
neutral technical progress, and quadratic adjustment costs for investment. The investnent technology
combines domestic and imported final goods according to a Cobb-Douglas specification, which allows
for two-stage budgeting!

There are two groups of fins. The first group is not subject to liquidity constraint and
determines its investment according to the maximization of market value - i.e., the present value of
fuue dividends - subject to conLvex adjustment costs. Investnent is financed by equity sold to domestic
and foreign agents and through the public investment subsidy. However, because the latter is distributed
to firms in lump-sum fashion, it has no efet whatsoever on investment levels by of unconstrained firms;
for the unconstrained firms, the subsidy is simply a source of increased dividends-

The second group of firms is restricted in its access to financial markets and gears its current
investment to current profits inclusive of the public investment subsidy. Thus, for these constrained firms
changes in the subsidy will affect fixed investment levels.

The production technology for gross output is described by a Ccjb-Douglas production function,
which allows for subsdtidon between value added (capital and labor) and intermediate imports:

(11) y = % ldm' ks mrL-l)

Notioe dst, fom (8), i-r is a mesure of anticpaed oneperiod ahead inflfion. Because of the ranal expecus
a _uxndn, it vil equal acual (one-priod ahca) inflatko excct at tncs of 'nws'e abou the curet anor finue pahs
of the exogenos variables.

9 Wildsin (1984) provides x contions under wich the invese technolo grres nrs to a two-sge ine
daion. Soe also Ilyashi axd Inoue (1991) for a recent generazdon widh empiical aplpcatons.
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where mO , Os, ° S £2 a

Investment adjustment casts are defined by:

p[Qav (g+6)k)2](12) iac = iv-gbk2

where it > 0. This specification has the useful property that adjustment costs vanish in steady-state
equilibrium - i.e, when gross investment per unit of effective labor is just sufficient to maintain the
capital/effective labor ratio. The evolution of the latter is described by:

(13) k = miv - (g+S)k

Market value maximization for unconstrained firms, as well as current profit maxxaion for
constrained firms, yields the standard marginal productivity conditions for variable inputs (labor and
imported materials):10

(14) Id = m1 v-1 y

(15) mr = C1-al cc2) (e pmr)- y

Investment demand is, as described above, a combination of the market-value maximing
investment rule of unconstrained firms and the profit-constrained investment of restricted firms:

(16) iv I [ [- k -1]+ (g +6) k] + (O-1) [p2 2 + ig]

where BI is the share of non-onstained firms and 2 is th' marginal propensity of liquidity-constrined
firms to invest out of operational profits; 0 5 PI' P2 • .

TJnconstrained irvestment (the conme of the first large right-hand side parenthesis) is derived
from maimization of the value of the finn. This component of aggregate investment demand is geared
to Tobin's marginal q - i.e., average q mimns the present value of the public investment subsidy per
unit of capital"t. This reflects the fact that optimal investment is determined by the addition to future
dividends of the marginal unit of capital, which excludes the subsidy due to its lump-sum nature. By

I
0 Mm derivateon of dhese conditions, as wel as of he unconstained comonent of investment in equaion (16) beww,

follows the standard nmiizaron of dte vliue of the firm, subject to equation (11) - (13), not presened here for brevity.

" The general reasons dut cause mal and averp q to diverge are spelled out in Hayashi (1982).


